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We prove the existence of four solutions for the superlinear subcritical elliptic
Ž y. pproblem yDu s lu y u y te in V, u s 0 on › V, when t ) 0, l - l - l1 j jq1
Žand l is close enough to l for j G 1 here e is the positive eigenfunctionjq1 1
Ž .corresponding to l and l is the sequence of the eigenvalues of yD in1 i iG 1
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0. INTRODUCTION
We consider the superlinear elliptic problem,
pyyDu s lu y u y te in V ,Ž . 1 0.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V ,
N Ž . y  4where V ; R N G 2 is a bounded domain, u s ymin u, 0 , 1 -
N q 2p - if N G 3 and 1 - p - ‘ if N s 2, l and t are real parameters,N y 2
Žand e is the positive normalized eigenfunction corresponding to l . Here1 1
0 - l - l F ??? F l F ??? denotes the sequences of the eigenvalues of1 2 i
.the problem Du q lu s 0 in V, u s 0 on › V.
Ž . Ž y. pWe point out that the nonlinearity f s s ls y s satisfies
f s f sŽ . Ž .
lim s q‘ and lim s l.
s ss“y‘ s“q‘
First of all let me mention some results about the nonsymmetric
asymptotically linear case, namely, the case in which the nonlinearity f
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Žcrosses a finite number of eigenvalues l i.e.,i
f s f sŽ . Ž .
lim s m , lim s l and some l are between m and l.is ss“y‘ s“q‘
w xThe first results on this type of problem were obtained in 1 and
concerned the case m - l - l. Successively many authors have studied1
the jumping nonlinearities when f crosses the eigenvalues l - l F ???1 2
Ž w x .F l see, for example, 2, 7, 8, 18 and the references therein and alsoi
Žwhen f crosses the eigenvalues l F ??? F l for k G 2 see, for example,k i
w x .3, 9, 11 and the references therein .
This paper deals with a nonlinearity which crosses all but a finite
number of eigenvalues, since in this case m s q‘.
The case l - l is known as a superlinear Ambrosetti]Prodi problem1
Ž w x.see 1 , in the sense the nonlinearity f crosses the first eigenvalue l .1
This problem, for a more general nonlinearity, was studied by several
Ž w x .authors see, for example, 4 and the references therein , who obtained
Ž .results like the following one: for t negative and large enough 0.1 has at
Ž .least two solutions and for t positive and large enough 0.1 has no
solutions.
w xHere we consider the case l ) l and t ) 0. In 14 it has been proved1
Ž .the existence of two solutions of 0.1 for t positive and large enough. In
w x w x5, 13, 16 a result similar to the one in 15 has been established for a
w xlarger class of nonlinearities. As suggested in 5, 7, 8 it is natural to ask if
Ž . w xProblem 0.1 has more than two solutions. In 9 it has been proved the
Ž .existence of at least 2 j q 2 solutions for any t G 0 and l g l , lj jq1
Ž . w xwhen V s 0, p . In 6 such a result was extended to the PDE case when
w xV is a ball and for a large class of nonlinearities. In both 15, 16 the
authors use bifurcation arguments, which are not applicable to the case of
general domains.
Ž .In this paper we study the problem 0.1 by using a variational viewpoint.
By using a ``sphere-torus linking with mixed assumptions'' theorem due to
Ž Ž . w x Ž ..Marino and Saccon see Theorem 2.10 of 12 or Theorem A.3 and the
Ž w x.``linking'' theorem see 10, 17 we prove the following multiplicity result.
THEOREM 0.1. Let l - l s ??? s l - l for k G j q 1 andj jq1 k kq1
j G 1. For any b ) a ) 0 there exists and open neighbourhood V of l suchk k
w x w . Ž .that if t g a, b and l g V l l , l then Problem 0.1 has at least fourk j jq1
solutions.
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1. THE GEOMETRICAL STRUCTURE
In this section we study the geometrical structure of the functional
Ž .introduced in Definition 1.1 which is naturally associated to Problem 0.1 .
1Ž .DEFINITION 1.1. Let t ) 0 and l ) l . Define J : H V “ R by1 t 0
py11 l t pq1y2 2< <J u s =u y u y u q e ,Ž . Ž .H H Ht 12 2 p q 1
Ž .where e s e r l y l .1 1 1
1Ž .The Hilbert space H V is equipped with the usual inner product,0
5 5 Ž < < 2 .1r2 1which induces the norm u s H =u . J is a C functional and itst
critical points are solutions of the problem
pyPy1yDu s lu y t u q e in V ,Ž .1 1.1Ž .
u s 0 on › V .
Ž .Remark 1.2. u is a solution of 1.1 if and only if tu q te is a solution1
Ž . Ž .of the problem 0.1 . We observe that 1.1 has the trivial solution.
Let us introduce the following notation. For any j G 1 let e denote anj
2Ž .eigenfunction, normalized in L V , corresponding to the eigenvalue l .j
Set for any j G 1:
H s span e , . . . , e and H Hs w g H 1 V N w , ¤ s 0 ;¤ g H .Ž . Ž . Ž . 4j 1 j j 0 j
DEFINITION 1.3. Let j G 1. Set
2 2< <m s max =¤ ¤ g H , ¤ s 1, ¤ G 0 in V .H Hj j½ 5
Then it is easy to see that:
m s l and m - l for j G 1. 1.2Ž .1 1 j j
DEFINITION 1.4. Let j G 1. Set
s l, t s max JŽ .j t
Hj
py11 l t pq1y2 2< <s max =¤ y ¤ y ¤ q e ¤ g H .Ž .H H H 1 j½ 52 2 p q 1
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LEMMA 1.5. Let j G 1. Then for any t ) 0 we ha¤e
Ž . Ž .a l ) m « s l, t - q‘;j j
Ž . Ž .b l - l « s l, t ) 0;j j
Ž . Ž .c l G l « s l, t s 0;j j
Moreo¤er if j G 2 and b ) a ) 0:
Ž . Ž . w xd lim s l, t s 0 uniformly with respect to t g a, b .l“ l jj
Ž . Ž .Proof. Proof of a . Let ¤ be a sequence in H such that:n j
py11 l t pq1y2 2< <=¤ y ¤ y ¤ q e G n. 1.3Ž .Ž .H H Hn n n 12 2 p q 1
5 5Since l ) 0 and t ) 0 we have lim ¤ s q‘. Up to a subsequence wen n
Ž 5 5.  4 1Ž . Ž .can assume lim ¤ r ¤ s ¤ g H _ 0 in H V . Dividing 1.3 byn n n j 0
5 5 2¤ we getn
pq1y2 py11 l ¤ t ¤ q eŽ .n n 1py15 5y y ¤ G 0,H Hn2 5 52 2 p q 1 ¤5 5¤ nn
< < 2 2 Žwhich implies ¤ G 0 in V and also H =¤ y lH¤ G 0. Since l ) m seej
.Definition 1.3 a contradiction arises.
Ž . Ž .  4Proof of b . There exists e g Ker D q l I _ 0 such that e q e G 0j 1
in V. So:
< < 2 2 2s l, t G =e y l e s l y l e ) 0.Ž . Ž .H H Hj j
Ž .Proof of c . If ¤ g H then:j
py11 l t pq1y2 2 2< <=¤ y ¤ y ¤ q e F l y l ¤ F 0.Ž . Ž .H H H H1 j2 2 p q 1
Ž . Ž .Proof of d . We argue by contradiction. Let l be such that lim l sn n n
Ž . Ž .l and let t be such that lim t s t ) 0. Let ¤ be in H such thatj n n n n j
pq1ypy11 l t en n 12 2< <s l , t s =¤ y ¤ y ¤ qŽ . H H Hj n n n n nž /2 2 p q 1 l y ln 1
G « ) 0. 1.4Ž .
5 5If ¤ is bounded then, up to a subsequence, we can suppose lim ¤ sn n n
1Ž . Ž .¤ g H in H V . By 1.4 passing to the limit we getj 0
pq1ypy11 l t ej 12 2< <0 G =¤ y ¤ y ¤ q G « ) 0,H H H ž /2 2 p q 1 l y lj 1
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5 5and a contradiction arises. If lim ¤ s q‘ then, up to a subsequence,n n
Ž 5 5.  4 1Ž . Ž .we can suppose lim ¤ r ¤ s ¤ g H _ 0 in H V . Dividing 1.4 byn n n j 0
5 5 2¤ , we getn
pq1y2 py11 l ¤ t ¤ q eŽ .n n n n 1py15 5y y ¤ G 0. 1.5Ž .H Hn2 5 52 2 p q 1 ¤5 5¤ nn
Ž . < < 2 2 ŽBy 1.5 it follows that: H =¤ y l H¤ G 0, which implies ¤ g Ker D qj
. Ž .l I , since ¤ g H . Moreover, by 1.5 it follows also that ¤ G 0 in V and aj j
contradiction arises since j G 2 and ¤ changes sign in V.
Ž .LEMMA 1.6. Let l ) m see Definition 1.3 for j G 1. Then for any t ) 0j
lim J ¤ s y‘.Ž .t
¤gHj
5 5¤ “q‘
Ž .Proof. Let ¤ be a sequence in H such that,n j
5 5lim ¤ s q‘,n
n
py11 l t pq1y2 2< <J ¤ s =¤ y ¤ y ¤ q e G c. 1.6Ž . Ž .Ž .H H Ht n n n n 12 2 p q 1
Ž 5 5.  4Up to a subsequence we can assume lim ¤ r ¤ s ¤ g H _ 0 inn n n j
1Ž . Ž .H V . Moreover by 1.6 we get0
pq1y2 py1J ¤ 1 l ¤ t ¤ q eŽ .t n n n 1py15 5s y y ¤H Hn2 ž / ž /5 5 5 5ž /2 2 ¤ p q 1 ¤5 5¤ n nn
c
G .25 5¤n
< < 2 2Then, passing to the limit, we obtain ¤ G 0 in V and H =¤ y lH¤ G 0.
Ž .Since l ) m see Definition 1.3 a contradiction arises.j
LEMMA 1.7.
pq1y
u q eŽ .1
lim s 0.H pq15 55 5u “0 u
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Proof. By Holder's inequality we getÈ
pq1y
u q eŽ .H 1
< < pq1F uH
 < Ž . Ž . 4xgV u x qe x F01
Ž .pq1 r2*
Ž .1y pq1 r2*2*< <F u meas x g V u x q e x F 0Ž . Ž . 4Ž .H 1ž /
Ž .1y pq1 r2*pq15 5F S u meas x g V u x q e x F 0 ,Ž . Ž . 4Ž .1
2 N  4where 2* s . Moreover lim meas x g V u x q e x F 0 ,Ž . Ž .5 u 5 “ 0 1N y 2
since e G 0 in V.1
LEMMA 1.8. Let l F l - l for j G 1. For any 0 - a - b:j jq1
1 l
w xlim inf J w G 1 y ) 0 uniformly with respect to t g a, b .Ž .t2 ž /H lrr“0 wgH jq1j
5 5w sr
Proof. Let w g H H . Then:j
py11 l t pq1y25 5J w G 1 y w y w q e .Ž . Ž .Ht 1ž /2 l p q 1jq1
The claim follows by Lemma 1.7.
In the following proposition we build a ``sphere-torus linking'' so that
Ž .the functional satisfies the geometric assumption 3.1 of Theorem 3.3.
PROPOSITION 1.9. Let l - l F ??? F l - l for k G j q 1 andj jq1 k kq1
Ž .j G 1. Let l F l - l and m - l see Definition 1.3 . Then for anyj jq1 k
t ) 0 there exists r, r9, r0, r such that r ) 0, r0 ) r ) r9 ) 0 and1 1
inf J w ) 0 G sup J u , 1.7Ž . Ž . Ž .t t
HwgH ugTj
5 5w sr
 Ž .where T s › D and D s u s ¤ q z ¤ g H , z g span e , . . . , e ,H j jq1 kk
5 5 5 5 4¤ F r , r9 F z F r0 .1
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Ž .Proof. By c of Lemma 1.5, by Lemmas 1.6 and 1.8 there exists
R ) r ) 0 such that:
inf J w ) max sup J ¤ , sup J ¤ .Ž . Ž . Ž .t t t½ 5HwgH ¤gH ¤gHj j k
5 55 5 ¤ sRw sr
The claim easily follows.
Now we show that the functional has a further ``linking structure'' so we
w xcan apply also the linking theorem of 10, 17 .
H  4Remark 1.10. Let k G 1. If n G 2 there exists e g H _ 0 such thatÄk k
meas x g V ¤ x q s e x - 0 ) 0 ;¤ g H , ;s ) 0.Ž . Ž . 4Äk k
1Ž .In fact we choose e g H V with infess e s y‘. Then e is the compo-Ä Ä Ä0 k
nent of e in the space H H .Ä k
Ž .LEMMA 1.11. Let l ) m see Definition 1.3 for k G 1. Then for anyk
t ) 0
lim J ¤ q s e s y‘.Ž .Ät k
¤gH , sG0k
5 5¤qs e “q‘Äk
Ž . Ž . qProof. Let ¤ be a sequence in H and s be in R such thatn k n
5 5lim ¤ q s e s q‘ andÄn n n k
1 l 22< <J ¤ q s e s = ¤ q s e y ¤ q s eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä ÄH Ht n n k n n k n n k2 2
py1t pq1y
y ¤ q s e q e G c. 1.8Ž .ÄŽ .H n n k 1p q 1
wŽ . 5 5xUp to a subsequence we can assume lim ¤ q s e r ¤ q s e sÄ Än n n k n n k
1Ž . Ž . 5 5 2¤ q s e in H V . Dividing 1.8 by ¤ q s e and passing to the limitÄ Äk 0 n n k
< < 2 Ž .2we get ¤ q s e G 0 in V and H =¤ q s e y lH ¤ q s e G 0. On theÄ Ä Äk k k
other hand Remark 1.10 implies s s 0. Therefore a contradiction arises,
Ž .since l ) m see Definition 1.3 .k
PROPOSITION 1.12. Let l - l s ??? s l - l for k G j q 1 andj jq1 k kq1
j G 1. Let b ) a ) 0. There exists an open neighbourhood W of l suchk k
w . Žthat if l g W l l , l there exist R ) r ) 0 such that see RemarkK j jq1
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.1.10 ,
inf J w ) sup J z , 1.9Ž . Ž . Ž .t t
HwgH Ž .k zgS e , HÄR k k
5 5w sr
Ž . Ž . Ž .where S e , H is the boundary of D e , H in H [ span e andÄ Ä ÄR k k R k k k k
Ž .  5 5 4D e , H s z s ¤ q s e ¤ g H , s G 0, z F R .Ä ÄR k k k k
Ž .Proof. Set see Definitions 1.3 and 1.4 ,
W s l g l , l l ) m ,Ž .k j kq1 k½
w x’r ) 0 s.t. s l, t - inf J w ; t g a, b . 1.10Ž . Ž . Ž .k t 5HwgHk
5 5w sr
Ž . Ž .By 1.2 , by Lemma 1.8 and by d of Lemma 1.5 it follows that W / Bk
and also that it is an open neighbourhood of l . Moreover if l g W thek k
Ž .functional satisfies the ``linking condition'' 1.9 . It is enough to point out
that Lemma 1.11 implies that there exist R ) r ) 0 such that
inf J w ) sup J ¤ q s e .Ž . Ž .Ät t k
HwgH ¤gH , sG0k k
5 5w sr 5 5¤qs e sRÄk
2. SOME TECHNICAL LEMMAS AND PROOF
IN THEOREM 0.1
Ž .In this section we want to establish condition 3.2 of Theorem 3.3.
LEMMA 2.1. Let l - l F ??? F l - l for k G j q 1 and j G 1.j jq1 k kq1
For any b ) a ) 0 and d ) 0 there exists « ) 0 such that for any « g0
Ž . w x w x0, « , t g a, b , and l g l q d , l y d the unique critical point of J0 j kq1 t
H y1Žw x.constrained on H [ H in J y« , « is the tri¤ial one.j k t
Ž . w xProof. We argue by contradiction. Let t in a, b be such thatn
Ž . w xlim t s t ) 0 and let l in l q d , l y d be such that lim l s l.n n n j kq1 n n
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Ž . H  4Moreover let u in H [ H _ 0 be such that,n j k
lim J uŽ .t nnn
pq1ypy11 1 t en 12 2< <s lim =u y l u y u qH H Hn n n nž /ž /2 2 p q 1 l y ln n 1
s 0, 2.1Ž .
and
pye1py1=u =u y l u u q t u q u s 0H H Hn n n n nž /l y ln 1
;u g H [ H H . 2.2Ž .j k
Step 1. Let u s ¤ q w be with ¤ g H and w g H H . Then ifn n n n j n k
Ž .u s w y ¤ by 2.3 we getn n
< < 2 2 < < 2 2=w y l w y =¤ y l ¤H H H Hn n n n n nž / ž /
pye1py1s yt u q w y ¤ . 2.3Ž . Ž .Hn n n nž /l y ln 1
Now by Holder's inequality,È
pye1
<u q w y ¤Ž .H n n nž /l y ln 1
Ž .pr pq1pq1ye1
pq 15 5F u q w y ¤H Ln n nž /ž /l y ln 1
Ž .pr pq1pq1ye1
5 5F S u q u . 2.4Ž .H n nž /ž /l y ln 1
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Moreover,
< < 2 2 < < 2 2=w y l w y =¤ y l ¤H H H Hn n n n n nž / ž /
l ln n2 25 5 5 5G 1 y w q y 1 ¤n nž / ž /l lkq1 j
l ln n 25 5G min 1 y , y 1 u . 2.5Ž .nž /l lkq1 j
Ž . Ž .Finally by 2.3 ] 2.5 , since u / 0, we getn
Ž .pr pq1pq1ye1
5 5u q G c u , with c ) 0. 2.6Ž .H n nž /ž /l y ln 1
Ž .Step 2. If u s u by 2.2 we getn
pq1ye12 2 py1< <=u y l u y t u qH H Hn n n n nž /l y ln 1
pye e1 1py1s t u q . 2.7Ž .Hn nž /l y l l y ln 1 n 1
Ž . Ž .If u s e r l y l by 2.2 we get1 n 1
pye e1 1py1u e s t u q . 2.8Ž .H Hn 1 n nž /l y l l y ln 1 n 1
Ž . Ž .By 2.7 , 2.8 and by the definition of J we gettn
pq1y1 y p e1py10 s 2 J u q t u q y u e , 2.9Ž . Ž .H Ht n n n n 1n ž /p q 1 l y ln 1
and also:
1 y p 2 2< <0 s =u y l u q p q 1 J u y u e . 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž .H H Hn n n t n 1nž /2
Ž5 5.Step 3. Suppose u is bounded. Up to a subsequence, we cann
1Ž . qŽ .assume lim u s u H V }weakly, L V }strongly for any q gn n 0
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2 Nw . Ž .1, and a.e. in V. By 2.1 we getN y 2
pq1ypy1t e12 2< <lim =u y l u s u q G 0.H H Hn n nž / ž /p q 1 l y ln 1
Ž . Ž . Ž .By 2.10 , 2.1 , and 2.8 , since p ) 1, we get
22 2< <lim =u y l u s ue F 0.H H Hn n n 1ž / 1 y pn
Ž . Ž . 5 5So u q e r l y l G 0 in V. Hence by 2.6 it follows that lim u s 0.1 1 n n
5wŽ Ž ..yx5 p pq 1 Ž5 5 p.On the other hand by Lemma 1.7 u q e r l y l s o uLn 1 n 1 n
Ž .and then by 2.6 a contradiction arises.
5 5Suppose lim u s q‘. Up to a subsequence, we can assumen n
Ž 5 5. 1Ž . qŽ .lim u r u s u H V }weakly and L V }strongly for any q gn n n 0
2 N 1q1r pw . Ž . 5 51, . Dividing 2.9 by u we getnN y 2
py
5 5lim u q e r l y l r u s 0Ž .Ž . pq 1n 1 n 1 nLn
Ž .and again a contradiction arises from 2.6 .
LEMMA 2.2. Let t ) 0 and l ) l . Let l - l F ??? F l - l1 j jq1 k kq1
1Ž .for k G j q 1 and j G 1. Denote by P and Q the projections of H V on0
Ž . H Ž .span e , . . . , e and on H [ H , respecti¤ely. If u is a sequence injq1 k j k n
1Ž .H V such that,0
J u is bounded, lim Pu s 0 and lim Q =J u s 0,Ž . Ž .t n n t n
n n
Ž .then u is bounded.n
5 5Proof. We argue by contradiction. We assume that lim u s q‘n n
and,
lim Pu s 0, 2.11Ž .n
n
py11 1 t pq1y2 2< <a F J u s =u y l u y u q e F b ,Ž . Ž .H H Ht n n n n 12 2 p q 1
2.12Ž .
and
pyy1 py1lim Q u q D lu y t u q e s 0, 2.13Ž .Ž .n n n 1ž /ž /
n
y1 1Ž . 1Ž .where D : H V “ H V is a compact operator.0 0
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Ž 5 5. 1Ž .Up to a subsequence, we can assume lim u r u s u H V }n n n 0
2 Nq w .weakly, L }strongly for any q g 1, and a.e. in V.N y 2
Ž .Step 1. First of all we prove that u G 0 in V. In fact by 2.12 we get
pq1y2 py1a 1 1 u t u q en n 1py15 5F y l y uH Hn n2 ž / ž /5 5 5 52 2 u p q 1 u5 5u n nn
b
F .25 5un
Then passing to the limit the claim follows.
y p y1wŽ . x 5 5Step 2. Now we prove that u q e r u “ 0 in H .n 1 n
Arguing as in Step 2 of Lemma 2.1 we get
Q =J u , u 1 s =J u , u 1 y P =J u , u 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .H V H V H Vt n n t n n t n n0 0 0
1 y p pq1ypy1s 2 J u q t u q eŽ . Ž .Ht n n 1p q 1
pypy1y t u q e eŽ .H n 1 1
22< <y =Pu q l PuŽ .H Hn n
pypy1y t u q e Pu . 2.14Ž .Ž .H n 1 n
Moreover we note that by Holder's inequality:È
py
u q e Pu q eŽ . Ž .H n 1 n 1
Ž . Ž .pr pq1 1r pq1
pq1y pq1F u q e Pu q eŽ . Ž .H Hn 1 n 1ž / ž /
Ž .pr pq1
pq1y
5 5 5 5F S u q e Pu q e . 2.15Ž .Ž . Ž .H n 1 n 1ž /
Ž . 5 51q1r p Ž . Ž . Ž .Then dividing 2.14 by u , by 2.11 ] 1.13 and 2.15 we getn
pq1y
H u q eŽ .n 1
0 F 1q1r p5 5un
Ž .pr pq1pq1y
5 5 5 5H u q e Pu q eŽ .n 1 n 1F o 1 q c , 2.16Ž . Ž .1q1r p 1r p5 5 5 5ž /u un n
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Ž . Ž . wŽwhere lim o 1 s 0. Now by 2.16 it follows that the sequence H u qn n
1q1r py pq1. x 5 5e r u is bounded. So, up to a subsequence, we can assume1 n
1q1r py pq1wŽ . x 5 5 Ž .lim H u q e r u s l and 2.16 implies that l s 0. There-n n 1 n
fore:
py
u q eŽ .n 1 Ž pq1.r p y1“ 0 in L V and hence in H . 2.17Ž . Ž .
5 5un
Ž .Step 3. Finally we get a contradiction. In fact by 2.13 it follows that,
py
u q eu Pu u Ž .n 1n n ny1 py1 1y q QD l y t “ 0 in H V ,Ž .05 5 5 5 5 5 5 5ž /u u u un n n n
Ž . Ž .and so by 2.17 and 2.11 we get
un 1 y1“ u H V } strongly and u q QD lu s 0.Ž . Ž .05 5un
H Ž .Therefore u g H [ H is a positive see Step 1 nontrivial solution ofj k
the problem Du q lu s in V, u s 0 on › V. A contradiction arises since
l ) l .1
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let l - l F ??? F l - l for k G j q 1 andj jq1 k kq1
j G 1. For any b ) a ) 0 and d ) 0 there exists « ) 0 such that for any0
Ž . w x w x« 9, « 0 g 0, « , t g a, b , and l g l q d , l y d the condition0 j kq1
Ž .Ž H . Ž Ž ..= J , H [ H , « 9, « 0 see 3.1 holds.t j k
Proof. We choose « as in Lemma 2.1. The claim follows by Lemmas0
2.1 and 2.2.
Ž w x.Finally we check the Palais]Smale condition see also 14 .
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let t ) 0 and l ) l . Then the functional J satisfies1 t
Ž . Ž Ž ..the P.S. for any c g R see 3.2 .c
w xProof. The proof is similar to the one in 14 . However note that in our
Ž .case l can be an eigenvalue. Let u be a Palais]Smale sequence, that isn
py11 1 t pq1y2 2< <lim J u s lim =u y l u y u q eŽ . Ž .H H Ht n n n n n 1ž /2 2 p q 1n n
s c, 2.18Ž .
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and
pyy1 py1lim u q D lu y t u q e s 0. 2.19Ž .Ž .n n n 1ž /ž /
n
y1 1Ž . 1Ž .Since D : H V “ H V is a compact operator, it is enough to prove0 0
Ž5 5.that u is bounded. Arguing by contradiction, up to a subsequence,n
5 5 1Ž . qwe can assume lim u r u s u H V }weakly, L }strongly for anyn n n 0
2 Nw .q g 1, and a.e. in V. Arguing as in Step 1 of Lemma 2.2 we getN y 2
Ž .u G 0 in V. Moreover see Step 2 of Lemma 2.1 we have
1 y p pq1ypy1
1=J u , u s 2 J u q t u q eŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . HH Vt n n t n n 10 p q 1
1y u e y =J u , e . 2.20Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .H H Vn 1 t n 1 0
Ž . 5 51q1r p Ž . Ž .Dividing 2.20 by u and passing to the limit, by 2.18 and 2.19n
we get
py
u q eŽ .n 1 Ž pq1.r p y1“ 0 in L V and hence in H . 2.21Ž . Ž .
5 5un
Ž . Ž . 5 5 1Ž .By 2.19 and 2.21 we get that lim u r u s u H V }strongly andn n n 0
also that u solves Du q lu s 0 in V, u s 0 on › V. Finally since u G 0 in
V and l ) l , a contradiction arises.1
THEOREM 2.5. Let l - l s ??? s l - l for k G j q 1 andj jq1 k kq1
j G 1. For any b ) a ) 0 there exists an open neighbourhood V of l suchk k
w x w .that if t g a, b and l g V l l , l then J has at least four criticalk j jq1 t
Ž .points and so Problem 1.1 has at least three nontri¤ial solutions.
Proof. Let b ) a ) 0 and d ) 0 be fixed. Let « as in Proposition 2.3.0
Ž . Ž .Set V s U d l W where W is given in 1.10 andk k k k
w xU d s l g l q d , l y d l ) m , s l, t - « ; t g a, b .Ž . Ž .½ 5k j kq1 k k 0
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By 1.2 and by c and d of Lemma 1.5 we deduce that V d / B andk
w .also that V is an open neighbourhood of l . If l g V l l , l thenk k k j jq1
Ž .the ``geometric inequality'' 1.7 holds. Moreover by Proposition 2.3 the
Ž .Ž H .condition = J , H [ H , « 9, « 0 holds with:t j k
0 - « 9 - inf J w and s l, t s sup J ¤ - « 0 - « T , d .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .t k t 0
HwgH ¤gHj k
5 5w sr
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By Proposition 2.4 and Theorem 3.3 it follows the existence of three
Ž . Ž .critical points u , u , u of J such that J u F s l, t for i s 1, 2, 3.1 2 3 t t i k
Ž w x.Now by Propositions 1.12, 2.4 and the ``linking theorem'' see 10, 17 it
follows that there exist two critical points u and u such that:Ã Ã1 2
sup J z G J u G inf J wŽ . Ž .Ž .Ãt t 2 t
HwgHŽ . kzgD e , HÄR k k
5 5w sr
) sup J z G J u G inf J w .Ž . Ž .Ž .Ãt t 1 t
HwgHŽ . kzgS e , HÄR k k
5 5w Fr
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .By the definition of W see 1.10 we get J u ) s l, t and so theÃk t 2 k
claim follows.
Proof of Theorem 0.1. It follows by Theorem 2.5 and by Remark 1.2.
3. APPENDIX
For the reader's convenience here we recall a variational result obtained
Ž w Ž .x.by Marino and Saccon see 12, Theorem 2.10 .
Ž .Let H be a Hilbert space equipped with inner product ?, ? and norm
5 5? .
DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a closed subspace of H, a, b g R j
 4 1y‘, q‘ . We say that a C function f : H “ R verifies the condition
Ž .Ž .= f , X, a, b if there exists g ) 0 such that
5 5inf P =f u a F f u F b , dist u , X F g ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . 4X
where P : H “ X denotes the orthogonal projection of H onto X.X
1 Ž .DEFINITION 3.2. We say that a C function f : H “ R satisfies P.S. ifc
Ž .any sequence u in H such that,n
lim f u s c and lim =f u s 0Ž . Ž .n n
n n
admits a convergent subsequence.
Ž .THEOREM 3.3 Sphere-Torus Linking with Mixed Type Assumptions .
Let f : H “ R be a C1, 1 function. Let X , X , and X be three subspaces of1 2 3
H such that H s X [ X [ X and dim X - ‘ for i s 1, 2. Let r, r9,1 2 3 i
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r0, r be such that r ) 0, r0 ) r ) r9 ) 0. Assume1 1




T s › D andX [X1 2
< 5 5 5 5D s u s ¤ q z ¤ g X , z g X , ¤ F r , r9 F z F r0 . 41 2 1
Let a, b be such that a9 - a - a0, b ) sup f and:D
the assumption = f , X [ X , a, b holds. 3.2Ž . Ž . Ž .1 3
Ž . w xFinally assume that P.S. holds at any c g a, b . Then f has at least twoc
y1Žw x.critical points in f a, b . If furthermore,
y‘ - inf f w s a , 3.3Ž . Ž .1
wgX [X2 3
5 5w Fr
Ž . w x w xand P.S. holds at any c g a , a , then f has another critical le¤el in a , a .c 1 1
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